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Everything you really want...
Prices are subject to change without prior notification

DEER Chair
- designed by Autoban

Inspired by the slender and delicate legs of a deer, the Deer armchair is an elegantly modern chair 
perfect as a dining chair or as a unique piece to punctuate any room.

Available in American black walnut finished with a Danish oil, American white oak finished with a 
Danish oil or a white oil, European Ash finished with a white oil, or black stained European chestnut 
and a range of fabrics or leather upholstery.

           Dimensions (mm): 520W x 650D x 830H

Ash-white oil Oak-white oil Oak-danish oil

Walnut-danish oil Ash-painted brown Ash-stained black.
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Everything you really want...
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DEER Armchair
- designed by Autoban

Inspired by the slender and delicate legs of a deer, the Deer armchair is an elegantly modern chair 
perfect as a dining chair or as a unique piece to punctuate any room.

Available in American black walnut finished with a Danish oil, American white oak finished with a Danish 
oil or a white oil, European Ash finished with a white oil, black stain, or brown paint RAL 8019, and a 
range of fabrics or leather upholstery.

          Dimensions (mm): 520W x 650D x 830H (Arm height 660)

Ash-white oil Oak-white oil Oak-danish oil

Walnut-danish oil Ash-painted brown Ash-stained black.
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DEER Bar Stool
- designed by Autoban

Inspired by the slender and delicate legs of a deer, the Deer Bar Stool is an elegantly modern and 
comfortable bar stool.

Available in American black walnut finished with a Danish oil, American white oak finished with a 
Danish oil or a white oil, European Ash finished with a white oil, or black stained European chestnut 
and a range of fabrics or leather upholstery.

Deer Barstool with Arms
Dimensions (mm): 490W x 570D x 1100H
(Seat height 735H)
(Arm height 940H)

           

Deer Barstool without Arms
Dimensions (mm): 490W x 570D x1100H            
(Seat height 735H)

Ash-white oil Oak-white oil Oak-danish oil

Walnut-danish oil Ash-painted brown Ash-stained black.

Deer Barstool Without Arms Deer Barstool With Arms




